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REVIEW

Maag’s EQ4 won the 2012 
Resolution Awards EQ 
category, so I was surprised 
to discover that no Maag 

products had yet been reviewed in this, 
err, maaag (Maaan. Ed). The EQ4 is 
a 6-band affair with a number of fixed 
frequency bands, whereas the EQ2 we 
have here is 2-band. However, the high 
frequency band, known as the AIR 
Band shares some similarity with the 
earlier award-winning device, and is here 
expanded upon. Founder Cliff Maag has 
been a recording engineer for many years 
and was formerly president of research 
and development at NTI and Nightpro. He 
invented the NTI EQ3 and the Nightpro 
PreQ3 and EQ3D which also boasted a 
similar AIR Band, those models finding 
favour with film sound folks. Maag Audio 
was founded in 2009 in Utah, and the 
team now includes sons Ryan and Cliff 
Jr who was the production manager at 
NTI and Nightpro. A bonus of building 
for the popular 500 Series format is that 
models are quicker to launch because no 
CE/UL type power approvals are needed. 
Maag has embraced the format and the 
affordability that it can offer (the EQ2 is a 
modest UK£450 + VAT).

The EQ2 is beautifully built, with a 
glossy blue painted front panel with white 
and red legending that seems to be under 
a clear finish, and so shouldn’t rub off. 
The five knob caps don’t appear that 
special but the controls are 
detented and feel great, 
they have clear pointers 
and usefully colour coded 
caps. The circuit board is 
screwed to a sturdy metal 
chassis that is angled round 
from behind the front panel 
and is spaced next to the 
left side (protecting the 
bottom of the circuit board) 
with mounted components 
on the right. Switched 
knobs are Grayhill and 
clearly only very high 
quality parts are employed 
with a neat arrangement 
of ICs, resistors and various fairly large red square-
shaped capacitors. KMR Audio helpfully supplied me 
with two units, so stereo auditioning was possible. I 
slotted them into a Radial Workhorse, but they will 
operate happily with any 500 Series rack.

The upper AIR Band comprises a switched 
frequency selector knob, a Gain knob, and an In/
Out mini-toggle. (There is no overall bypass, but 
the other band also boasts a similar toggle switch.) 
This is a shelving-type boost-only band. Frequency 
settings are 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40kHz. Gain is 
detented with 21 positions from 0 to 10, although 
actual maximum gain varies from 12 to 17dB with 
the selected frequency (of which 4dB is whole signal 
gain: a by-product of the circuit). The LMF band 

is a boost-only bell curve. It has 
a similar arrangement of controls 
with a similar Gain knob and again 
a Frequency selector knob with 
switched positions. However, here 
there are two sets of frequency labels 
that depend on the position of a 
further toggle that selects between 
the tighter (red) and broader (white) 
frequencies. White settings are ‘Sub’, 
57, 88, 220, 400Hz and 1.4kHz. 
Red settings are at 40, 65, 150, 
250Hz and 1kHz. Next are LEDs for 
level indication; there is a red Peak 
light that comes on at 23dBu, and 
also a green Signal indication LED 
that lights at -28dBu. Finally near 
the bottom is an Input Attenuation 
knob. This is also detented with 21 
positions and a range of -10 (which 
is actually -12.5dB) to 0.

In use, the detented knobs make 
matching stereo settings a breeze, and 
also provide for perfect recallability. 
The Input Attenuation knobs are 
useful for calming down modern 
DAW output levels or driven mic 
preamps, but I found the headroom 
of these EQs (quoted as 27dBu) 
very impressive, and it was actually 
pretty hard to run out, unless you are 
seriously overdriving a mic preamp 
beforehand. I didn’t notice that these 
even had red Peak lights for the 
first few uses! But things do start 

to get crunchy if they’re 
on a lot. The green Signal 
LED glows from a fairly 
low level; it acts fast and 
is handy just to check that 
the correct audio is reaching 
the unit.

The clever thing about 
the Maag EQ circuitry is 
the lack of phase distortion 
— there is hardly any, 
making for an incredibly 
open and natural sound, 
even with large boosts. 
THD and noise are claimed 

to be less than 0.005% which I can well believe. 
And the frequency response figures are just as 
remarkable, with -2dB points at 10Hz and 75kHz. 
No doubt thanks to the minimal phase shift, the EQ2 
was astonishingly good at opening up the air around 
my Yamaha grand piano, which can be difficult to 
sharpen up without adding nasties. Remarkably, 
the Maags were able to add plenty of sparkle and 
glow to the tone with the Frequency at 5kHz and 
Gain at 6, without emphasising unwanted noises or 
introducing hiss. At full EQ gain the overall level boost 
is noticeable, but hey, everyone knows that louder 
is better! Just about any signal benefited from some 
AIR. The 15kHz setting doesn’t exist on the EQ4, but 
I was glad of it, especially on female vocals, where 
sometimes neither 10k nor 20k was quite right, and 
a bit of lift seems to unveil the vocal sound, magically 

adding air around it, but somehow achieving this 
without adding sibilance or harshness.

The EQ2 sounds absolutely gorgeous across the 
mix, whether adding sparkle or weight — or both. 
Boosting a few dB at 40kHz sounds completely 
natural, just opening things and revealing detail and 
beauty. But at the other end of the AIR band, boosting 
everything from 2.5kHz upwards can also lighten and 
brighten gorgeously, just adding life to everything. A 
female-vocal up-tempo folk-pop track sprang to life. 
Warming up and solidifying the low end with a gentle 
88Hz bump on the LMF band completed the picture 
satisfyingly. The narrower low frequency settings are 
fairly forgiving and not as narrow as can often be 
achieved with parametrics. A gentle boost to the very 
lowest frequency settings can warm and solidify the 
kick drum or whole mix, and the effect is audible even 
on NS-10s.

Having such a big choice of low and mid frequency 
settings means that you can always find an appropriate 
setting, even if it is rare to be pushing 250 or 400Hz. 
Boosting with the bell curves up at 1kHz or 1.4kHz 
brings out all the musical richness in that area, 
bringing some juicy tone to bass guitar. Like the AIR 
band, there is an overall level boost as the LMF band 
is increased, but the Output Attenuation Knobs come 
to the rescue if you need to compensate.

Of course, there are lots of fiddly things the EQ2 
cannot do, for which you will need more flexible 
parametric or graphic EQ. I have always considered 
myself more of a fan of subtractive EQ, which of 
course the EQ2 doesn’t do. But these little Maags 
sounded fabulous, and when they have to go back, I 
will no doubt be gasping for more AIR (Band). Highly 
recommended. n
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PROS Astounding openness and clarity available 
with the AIR band; solid low end with 
minimal phase shift; recallable settings.

Red markings a little hard to read; boost-
only.

CONS




